Sugar pucker and phosphodiester conformations in viral genomes of filamentous bacteriophages: fd, If1, IKe, Pf1, Xf, and Pf3.
The laser Raman spectra of filamentous viruses contain discrete bands which are assignable to molecular vibrations of the encapsidated, single-stranded DNA genomes and which are informative of their molecular conformations. Discrimination between Raman bands of the DNA and those of the coat proteins is facilitated by analysis of viruses containing deuterium-labeled amino acids. Specific DNA vibrational assignments are based upon previous studies of A-, B-, and Z-DNA oligonucleotide crystals of known structure [Thomas, G.J., Jr., & Wang, A.H.-J. (1988) in Nucleic Acids and Molecular Biology (Eckstein, F., & Lilley, D.M.J., Eds.) Vol. 2, Springer-Verlag, Berlin]. The present results show that canonical DNA structures are absent from six filamentous viruses: fd, If1, IKe, Pfl, Xf, and Pf3. The DNAs in three viruses of symmetry class I (fd, If1, IKe) contain very similar nucleoside sugar puckers and glycosyl torsions, deduced to be C3'-endo/anti. However, nucleoside conformations are not the same among the three class II viruses examined: Pf1 and Xf DNAs contain similar conformers, deduced to be C2'-endo/anti, whereas Pf3 DNA exhibits bands usually associated with C3'-endo/anti conformers. Conformation-sensitive Raman bands of the DNA 3'-C-O-P-O-C-5' groups show that in all class I viruses and in Pf1 the ssDNA backbones do not contain regularly ordered phosphodiester group geometries, like those found in ordered single- and double-stranded nucleic acids.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)